consider only the case where the directed set of indices is the positive integers. If (X,/) is an inverse limit sequence, the maps /": X"-> Xm (reí ^ re) are called bonding maps. If x E X", then xn will often be used to denote the reth coordinate /"(x) of x. The symbol | will be used to indicate the ends of proofs.
2. Motivation: The P-adic solenoid. If P= ipx,p2, ■ ■ •) is a sequence of prime numbers (1 not being included as a prime), the P-adic solenoid 2P is defined as the limit of the inverse limit sequence (X, /), where for each re, X" = \z: \z\ = 1 j (unit circle in the complex plane), and where each bonding map f¡¡+1: Xn+x^X" is given by fn+1iz)=zp". Call prime sequences P and Q equivalent (written P ~ Q) if a finite number of terms can be deleted from each sequence so that every prime number occurs the same number of times in the deleted sequences. Bing [3] remarked that if P~ Q then 2p is homeomorphic to 2Q and suggested, "Perhaps the converse of this is true." One can see that P ~ Q if and only if 2 P is homeomorphic to 2q (written 2p= 2q) as follows(3): From the continuity theorem for Cech cohomology [7, p . 261] one sees that P'(2p) is isomorphic to the group FP of P-adic racionáis (all rationals of the form k/ipyp2-• • p") where k is an integer and re is a positive integer). Also it can be seen that 2P, as a topological group, is topologically isomorphic to the character group of FP (written 2p«toPPp). By number-theoretic considerations one can see that FP is isomorphic to Fq (written FP m F0) if and only if P ~ Q. Thus 2p = 2Q => P'(2p) « P1(2q) => FP~F0=>P^ Q.
Conversely, P ~ Q ==> FP = Fq ==> FP = top^Q => 2p = toP2Q.
3. Solenoidal spaces. For basic notions of covering space theory refer to [9] or [11] . Definition 3.1. A solenoidal sequence is an inverse limit sequence (X,/) such that (1) each space X" is nice in the sense that it is connected, locally pathwise connected, and semi-locally simply connected, and (2) each bonding map /": X"->Xy is a regular covering map. The limit X" will be called a solenoidal space.
Remark 3.2. The spaces Xn are assumed to be nice in order to guarantee the constructions of covering space theory. In particular, they could be polyhedra.
Remark 3.3. Condition (2) implies that each bonding map /": X"-»Xm im zi re) is a regular covering map.
Remark 3.4. If each X" is a continuum then X" is a continuum.
( ) Essentially the same result was stated by van Dantzig.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Example 2. For each re, Xn is obtained as follows. Take two disjoint copies of S1 and identify them at the 2"_1 points exp(27riA/2n-1), A = 0, • • -, 2"-1 -1. (Xi is a figure eight.) Then the map s: S1-*Si given by s(z) = z2 induces a covering map f"+1: Xn+1->X". The regularity of /" follows from the fact that its covering transformations act transitively on the fibers. Example 3. If Yi is any nice space, Pi is the fundamental group 7r(Yi, ¿>i), and (P2, Fj, • • •) is a decreasing sequence of normal subgroups of Fx, then we can construct a solenoidal sequence (Y,g) with base points bn in Y" such that (g?)*(*(Yn,bn)) = Fn.
Example 4. As a special case of the method of Example 3, we obtain a solenoidal sequence of closed 3-manifolds as follows. Let (X,f) be as in Example 2. Let Yi be the connected sum of the 3-manifold S1 X S2 with itself. Then Pi = it(Yubx) is a free group on two generators, hence isomorphic to t(Xx, 1). The decreasing sequence ((/f)* ir(X", 1)), re = 2, • • -, of normal subgroups of ir(Xi, 1) then defines a decreasing sequence (P2,P3, •••) of normal subgroups of Pi. Hence we may obtain (Y,g). One might say that the solenoidal sequence (X,f) of 1-polyhedra serves as a model for constructing the solenoidal sequence (Y,g) of 3-manifolds. .2) we have <b2(h2) = g2. Now lift ax by f\ to the path a2 starting at b2. Then from the definition of <b2, g2 is the unique element of G2 such that g2ib2) = a2(l). Lift a2 by f2 to the path a3 starting at b3. But f\a3 = f\f\a3 = f\a2 = ax, so that^3 = <b3(h3) satisfies^3(63) = a3(l). We conclude that f¡g3(b3) = f!a3(l) = a2(l) =g2(b2). Now take an arbitrary point x3 in X3 and let x2 = /2(x3). We can determine g2(x2) and g3(x3) as follows. Take a path ß3 from 2>3 to x3, and let ß2 = f2ß3 and ßx = f\ß2 = ffß3. Since ß2 is a path from b2 to x2 we see (e.g. from [11, p. 196] ) that if we lift ßx by fx to the path ß'2 starting at g2(b2), then g2ix2) = ß'2il). Since flg3(b3) = g2(b2) (by the preceding paragraph) we may lift ß'2 by fi to the path ß'3 starting at g3(b3). Then, since ffß'3 = ßx = fxß3, we have g3(x3) = 183(1)• Thus f¡g3(x3) = ßß'3(l) = ß'2(l) = g2(x2), which shows the commutativity of (4.3).
(b) We are supposing that at some point x3, g2f2(x3) = fig3(x3). By part (a), then, g2fi(x3) = p(g3)f2(x3). But an element in G2 is determined by its value on a single point, so that g2 = p(g3).
Remark 4.2. This lemma shows that the definition of p is independent of the choice of the base points bk.
5. The structure of solenoidal spaces. We assume in this section that we are given an arbitrary solenoidal sequence (X, /). To avoid triviality we assume that for each n the covering /"+1: Xn+1->X" is A"-to-l where kn is a cardinal greater than 1.
Let us choose once and for all a base point b = (bx,b2, ••■) in X". For each n, let Pn = (fx)*(ir(Xn,bn)) so that we have a descending sequence of groups Pi D P2 3 •••, each P" being normal in Pi = ir(Xi, 61). Let Qn = Pi/P" and let </>" be the canonical isomorphism of Qn onto the covering transformation group Gnoffx: X"->Xj. Defining homomorphisms p"+1: Qn+i->Qn and ul+x: Gn+x->Gn according to the prescription of the preceding section, we get inverse limit sequences of groups (Q, v) and (G,p) with limit groups Q" and G". Since from the definition of pl+\ <bnvnn+l = unn+l<bn+x, the sequence (#") induces an isomorphism $": Qa^G".
Consider each G" as a discrete topological group, and give Goe the inverse limit topology.
Lemma 5.1. G" is totally disconnected and perfect. If the coverings f"+l are finite-to-one then G" is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
Proof. It is easy to see that an inverse limit of totally disconnected spaces is totally disconnected.
From the fact that for each gn in Gn, (p2+1) ~1(gn) contains kn > 1 elements, one can see that G. is perfect. If each k" is finite, then each G" is finite, so that Goe is compact metric and is therefore homeomorphic to the Cantor set. | Lemma5.2. G" acts on Xoe as an effective topological transformation group.
Proof. Suppose g = (gx,g2, ■■•) E G". By Lemma 4.1 we have for each re the commutativity relation gnfn+1 = fH+1gn+u so that g induces a homeomorphism of X"" onto itself, which we still denote by g, i.e., for
Obviously we have (1) (g-g')(x) =gig'ix)) and (2) the identity element of Goe is the unique element of G" which acts as the identity transformation on X". Now we want to show that the map G" X X"^X"
given by ig, x) ^g(x) is continuous. Suppose (g°,x°) is given and U is a neighborhood of g°ix°). By [7, p . 218] we may assume that (7=/n_1(l/") where Un is a neighborhood of g°(x°). Since G" is discrete, y = Mn-1(gn) is a neighborhood of g°. Since glfn is continuous, there is a neighborhood W of x° such that g°Jn(W) E Un. Then if (g,x) E VX W, fng(x) = gnfn(x) = glfn(x) E Un, SO that g(x) E U. I Lemma 5.3 . If x and x' are in Xoe and fx(x) = fx(x'), then there is one and only one g in Goe such that g(x) = x'.
Proof. Let x = (x1(x2, •••) and x' = (x'x,x2, ■ ■ ■ ) where X! = xi. Since fï(xn) = fx(x'") and /" is regular, there is a unique gn E Gn such that g"ixn) = x'n. Since be the universal covering space of X! (which exists since Xx is nice). Assuming the covering map p": (X, 6) -> (X", b") has been defined, let p"+i: (X, 6) -> (Xn+1,6"+1) be the unique covering map which satisfies the relation fn+1Pn+i = Pn-Because of this relation, the sequence ipx,p2, ■ ■ ■), so defined, induces a map p": (X,6) = (X",6); explicitly, p"(x) = (p,(x),p2(x), • ■ ■).
In the case of the solenoids, X is a line that p" maps continuously and 1-1 onto a path component of X", which is dense in X". (This follows from general results proved below.)
Now let Y^= G"XX and define Poe: Yoe^Xoe by P"(g,x) = £p"(x).
Call a subset V of X simple if px maps V homeomorphically ontopi(V). The following lemma is used in the next two theorems. Proof. By Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.1, Xoe is locally like a product of a totally disconnected, perfect space with another space. | In order to understand the structure of X" more, we now study its path components. For this the maps p" and P" will be useful.
Theorem 5.8. Let K denote the subsetp"(X) o/X". A subset of X" is a path component ofX . if and only if it is a "translate" of K by some element g of G", i.e., it is of the form g(K). Each path component of X" is dense in X".
Proof. Let us take a translate g(K) and prove it is a path component. First of all, g(K) is pathwise connected since it is a continuous image of the pathwise connected space X. Suppose a is a path from a point x in g(K) to a point y in X... We must show that y also is in g(K). Now x = gp"(x) for some x in X; that is, (g, x) lies over x with respect to the generalized covering map P" (Theorem 5.5). Thus we may lift a by P" to a path S in Y" starting at (g,x). But jgjXXisa component of Y", and since à begins in this component, it must end in it. Thus 5(1) is of the form (g,y), and we have gpAy) = P.ig.y) = P.äil) =a(l) =y, so thatyEg(P).
Thus the setsg(P) are path components. They exhaust all of X", for by Theorem 5.5, P" maps Y" onto X".
To show that the setsg(P) are dense in Xm, it is sufficient to show that K is dense. Open sets of the form V = /n_1(K) where Vn is open in X" form a basis for the open sets in X". Take any such Vn. Since pn: X^Xn is onto, there is a point i; in X for which pn(v) E Vn. Then p"(v) E P O V. |
The path components g(K) are of course disjoint if they are different, but there can be g 9e g' such that g(P) = g'(K). We will determine when this can happen. Since G" is a group, g(K)=g'(K) is equivalent to g~1g'(K) = P. So we will determine which g are such that #(P) = K. In this [January This means that there is a homotopy ft,1 of loops on bx such that ftó = ai and h\ = b2. Applying successively the covering homotopy theorem to the maps fn+1 we may construct a sequence (re") such that for each re, (1) ft" is a homotopy of loops on 6" in X", (2) ftg = «", (3) hi = 6", and (4) /n"+1ftr+1 = ft?. This sequence then induces a homotopy ht of loops on 6 in X" such that h0= a and fti = 6. | Remark 5.14. If (X,f) is an inverse limit sequence where each map /" is a covering map, but is not necessarily regular, the proof above shows that for every x in Xoe, if Kx denotes the path component of x, then w(Kx,x) -n^i(/f)*wx",xn)). 6 . Homogeneity of certain solenoidal spaces. Let us call a space X pathhomogeneous if for every pair of points x, y in X there is a path a from x to y and a homeomorphism ft of (X, x) onto (X, y) such that ft induces the same isomorphism of ir(X, x) onto 7r(X, y) as the path a does.
Theorem 6.1. If (X,/) is a solenoidal sequence for which Xy is path-homogeneous, then the solenoidal space X" is homogeneous.
Proof. Let us use the notation of the preceding section. Suppose x and y are points in X", We wish to show that there is a^homeomorphism of (X", x) onto (X",y). Since Xi is path-homogeneous there is a path ay from xx to yx and a homeomorphism hy. Since Uy = Xy there is, by Lemma 5.3, a (unique) element g of G" such that ^(u) = x. (In particular g is a homeomorphism of (X",u) onto (X",x).) Similarly there is ag' in G" such that g'(t>) = y. If we can find a homeomorphism 6 of (X",ií) onto (X",t>) we will be through, since theng'ftg-1 takes x onto y.
We will construct such an h from ft y by a lifting process which makes use of the path 5. Let an = pna; this path goes from un to vn. Observe that ft+1an+i = fn+1Pn+ià = p"à = an. Let \pn: w(Xn, uj -» ir(X", ün) denote the isomorphism induced by «,. We claim that the following diagram is commutative.
w(Xy,Uy)< ifl)* *(X2,U2)U^hL-w(X3,U3)J^- which makes the first rectangle in (6.2) below commutative. Furthermore, h2 is a homeomorphism. For, using i^r1 and ^¡T1, there is a (unique) map h'2: (X2,v2) -» (X2,u2) such that f\h'2 = kx~lfh But then f\h'2h2 = hxlf¡h2 = hx'lhifl = fl, and from the uniqueness of liftings, h'2h2 = identity. Similarly h2h2 = identity. Now since (/{% is a monomorphism, (ra2)* = \¡/2. Thus we can use the second rectangle of (6.1) to get a homeomorphism h3 making the second rectangle of (6.2) commutative. We continue this process, obtaining (huh2,h3, ■■■). Clearly the induced map h is the desired homeomorphism. | Let us use n-manifold in the very general sense of a connected Hausdorff space, each of whose points is contained in an open set homeomorphic to euclidean re-space E". Lemma 6.2. Every n-manifold is path-homogeneous. Corollary 6.3. // (X, /) is a solenoidal sequence where Xi is an n-manifold, then Xoe is homogeneous.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. By an isotopic deformation h, of a space S let us mean an isotopy ht: S->S such that h0 = identity.
Let M be an ra-manifold. First suppose U is an open subset of M for which there is a homeomorphism g: U^En, and let z,icG U. Let \g(z), g(w) j C \x E En: ||x|| < r j. It is easy to see that there is an isotopic deformation h't of P" such that h-(g(z)) = g(w) and for each t, h[ is the identity on \xEE": \\x\\ er}. Now it follows from [6, p. 57 ] that the path a from x to y defined by ait) = ft,(x) (0 z% t z% 1) induces the same isomorphism of wiM, x) onto wiM,y) as fti does. | The author suspects that Corollary 6.3 is no longer valid when the bonding maps are nonregular covering maps, even when the X"'s are compact differentiable manifolds. (J. Segal [ 10] announced in an abstract that if (X,/) is an inverse limit sequence where each X" is a homogeneous, connected, and locally pathwise connected space and where the bonding maps are covering maps, then X" is homogeneous. However he informed the author of an error in the proof.) The author has shown that such a counterexample can be constructed if a certain group theoretic construction can be made; and, in turn, this can be done provided a certain sequence of graphs and covering maps can be produced. The idea includes using Theorem 5.13 (see Remark 5.14) to show that the continuum has two nonhomeomorphic path components.
Added in proof: Richard M. Schori (Dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1964) has constructed an inverse limit sequence of compact, orientable 2-manifolds such that the bonding maps are (nonregular) covering maps and such that the limit is not homogeneous.
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